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Can't Nobody (2NE1 song) - Wikipedia
"Can't Nobody" is a song performed by American recording
artist Kelly Rowland. Penned and produced by Rich Harrison for
Rowland's solo debut album Simply.
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"Can't Nobody" is a song performed by American recording
artist Kelly Rowland. Penned and produced by Rich Harrison for
Rowland's solo debut album Simply.

Can't Nobody Else Love You by Ivan Olita | Documentary Short
Film
Can't nobody hold us down ? ??? ??? ?? ?? ??? ? ?? ???
tonight. Can't nobody hold us down. Dara] Can't nobody can't
nobody hold us.
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Discover releases, reviews, credits, songs, and more about
Kelly Rowland - Can't Nobody at Discogs. Complete your Kelly
Rowland collection.
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Letra e música de “Can't Nobody (english Version)“ de 2NE1 'Cause I'm so bad bad / But I'm so good good / Yeah, I'm so
bad bad / And I'm so hood hood.
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KAYPOP
For Kelly Rowland, she had a lot more to prove for her solo
work as a member of Destiny's Child, than any other member,
especially Beyonce. Still, she was a.
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